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CEO's message

The pandemic situation improved as the year progressed and the schools opened up during the

later part of the year. However, the challenges were no less. It was seen that the children’s

foundational competencies were affected. Repeated school closures and no or less access to

remote learning and resources led to a drop in their learning levels. 

We continued our intervention through Sikshana@Home model but with a hybrid approach.

Sikshana@Home Hybrid, was designed with the purpose of use of technology wherever available

along with use of printed activity books to engage them in a basic learning process involving

parents, elder siblings and peers. Our field mentors continued to visit the community every day to

support students to engage in learning process. 

Challenges were followed by some new pathways too. Grama Digi Vikasana, the first of its kind

Digital Literacy Program, which was partnered with Dell Technologies, was launched by the

Honourable Chief Minister of Karnataka , Shri Basavaraj Bommai. The Program was launched with

the focus on building digital infrastructure and new solutions for rural remoteness, promoting

digital literacy. 



V I S I O N

Evolve sustainable and replicable models for an effective and decentralized

government school system.

M I S S I O N

Synergize with the government at all levels 

Share and transfer knowledge

Design and implement student centric learning experiences for the

government schools

H I S T O R Y

Sikshana Foundation was started in 2003 by a small group of professionals

with a common cause that is, improving the state of public education in the

country. This small group has since been strengthened by the induction of

other like-minded persons and the varied and diverse expertise they have

brought with them. Since inception, Sikshana has been working on

developing scalable, sustainable and replicable models for enhancing the

learning levels delivered by government schools of India.

Over the last 19 years, Sikshana has been working on creating mechanisms

to improve the quality of education delivered by the Public Schools System

in India. The focus has been to use motivation as a catalyst to maximize the

usage of the existing resources and enable learning for achieving desired

results.



Sikshana@Home Hybrid

The hybrid approach focused on being adaptable to the post-COVID scenario where, the access

to learning resources was made available digitally and otherwise too. Activity books were

designed to help students retain foundational competencies. The hybrid approach was

introduced with the intention of reaching out to students who had access to smartphone to

provide them digital learning experience and conduct virtual sessions on a periodic basis. This

integrated approach allowed us to keep the child engaged in the learning activity even while

the schools remained closed due to pandemic. With schools shifting to normal functioning

mode, the activity books provided were used by the students at schools to overcome the

learning loss through regular practice under the supervision of teachers. 
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Endline assessment

Education

Assessment

Baseline and Endline assessments were undertaken to

assess the level of learning/understanding of the student in

Mathematics and Language. This is helpful in suggesting or

undertaking corrective measures for improvement of their

learning. The assessment is done on a sampling basis (10%

of the overall students’ population). We have seen an

improvement in foundational competencies after Endline

assessment. 
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Grama Digi Vikasana focuses on building digital

infrastructure and new solutions for rural

remoteness, promoting digital literacy. It was

launched on March 21, 2022, by Hon’ble Chief

Minister of Karnataka, Shri Basavaraj Bommai. The

pandemic exposed the massive digital divide

between the rural and urban population. With

schools switching to online learning, it was quite

evident that the rural children were getting left out.

At the same time, rapid digitization is also creating

an entirely new set of jobs for which there are not

enough skilled youth. More and more of the public

services are being delivered digitally and it is very

important for the beneficiaries to be aware of

accessing services in a safe and secure manner.

Outreach
382 Gram Panchayats
(GPs) and 200 schools

were digitally connected

Grama Digi
Vikasana



As part of the initiative, internet
connectivity was provided to 382

GPs and 200 schools. Digital
displays and smart phones were

also provided to 382 GPs. This
was done in partnership with
Government of Karnataka and
Dell Technologies. Digital skill
workbooks and posters were

given to 200 High schools 

Sikshanapedia App which was
developed during the COVID

pandemic was upgraded with
curated high-quality content

organized in an easy-to-navigate
format. The App now has 

 content for students based on
school curriculum and digital

skills for youth.
 

Digital posters and workbooks

Sikshanapedia App



SGEP

Under Sikshana’s Girl Empowerment

Program, 836 underprivileged girls

have been supported through

scholarships and mentorship who are

mostly from rural Karnataka regions

belonging to the age group of 15 to 21

years, in partnership with Dell

Technologies. In addition, 13386 girl

students received stationery this year. 



Volunteering Engagement 
More than 300 volunteers from various corporate entities were engaged in helping students in various

Programs.  

Dell Technologies
volunteering activities

included sessions on digital
devices, book reading, soft

skills, employability skills and
more.



  COWIN-KAR App was designed during the pandemic to help register for

vaccinations for COVID-19. Sikshana was responsible for the architectural design

of the App.

CEI App was designed to conduct ASER Assessment for Telugu and English. A

dashboard for the same was developed too. 

A Web App was designed for Functional English, Math and Sikshana@Home

 Piloted Oduva Belaku program through the MyGP app.

ZP Service Android Application with Web Dashboard was developed for

Ramanagara and Chamarajanagar

STEP Android Application with Dashboard was designed for Malleshwaram

Schools

GPSTEP Android Application with Web Dashboard was designed and piloted at

8 GPs of Ramanagara

Sikshanapedia App was developed during the COVID pandemic to help

students continue to learn on a shared mobile device with limited online

connectivity. Post-pandemic the App was upgraded to help teachers use it as a

teaching aid, help students to supplement their learning and also anyone who

wants to self-learn various skills beyond academics. 

 

Technology Intervention
Use of technology for learning and for managing various

Programs, is another area where we have been working since

2007 and this has resulted in development of Mobile Apps and

other IT support systems. Several Apps were designed on need

basis for our Programs as well for agencies which collaborated

with us. 



Karnataka state
government released

COWIN-KAR app in the
month of August 2021,
through which people
could register on the

mobile app for COVID
vaccines

 ‘Grama Digi Vikasana’ was
launched on March 21, 2022, by

Hon’ble Chief Minister of
Karnataka, Shri Basavaraj
Bommai and Alok Ohrie,
President and Managing

Director, Dell Technologies
India.

National Science day was
celebrated in 130 schools
where 33 Science models

and 38 posters were
demonstrated and

displayed 
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